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Chen Hao ignored the taunts of these people. 
 
He just took out his mobile phone and sent a message to Li Zhenguo. He told him about Wang Yang’s 
family. 
 
Then he dragged Hao Lanlan back to the classroom. 
 
Yang Hui knew that Chen Hao was in big trouble this time. 
 
Wang Yang family’s financial background was more than good. 
 
His father worked in international trade, and he was rich! 
 
He was also a local in Jin Ling. He could be considered as the overlord of Jin Ling. 
 
However, Chen Hao’s brothers still accompanied him openly. 
 
“Chen Hao, are you hiding in the classroom? Haha, the dean wants to see you!” Jiang Weiwei flung the 
classroom door open. She crossed her arms and said lightly. 
 
“By the way, your name is Yang Hui, right? Help Chen Hao pack his things so that he doesn’t have to 
come back and pack it when he leaves!” 
 
As Chen Hao had once gifted her a piece of expensive clothing, Jiang Weiwei had decided to remind him. 
 
Then she turned around and left. 
 
Chen Hao followed Jiang Weiwei immediately and reached the dean’s office . 
 
Meng Cairu and other girls who were close with Wang Yang were all waiting at the door. 
 
“Hmph, you deserve it. Go in! The dean will see you alone!” Meng Cairu smiled coldly. 
 
“Expulsion is not the only thing that you’re getting. The fact that you’ve beaten our Wang Yang means 
that you will suffer your entire life!” some girls said angrily. 
 
Chen Hao smiled like he didn’t care. He ignored them, pushed the door open and went in. 
 
The dean’s surname was Li and his first name was Jianshan. 
 
He was a middle-aged man with spectacles. 
 
At this moment, he was drinking a cup of tea while reading the newspaper. 
 
As soon as Chen Hao came in, he placed his cup on the table with a thud. 
 
“Chen Hao, I would never have expected that you would be caught fighting. You have always had 
outstanding achievements in our faculty and I think you are a virtuous and honest person. I didn’t think 
that you would be so impulsive. What you did was stupid!” Li Jianshan scolded coldly. 



 
“Dean, I’m not the one who started the fight!” Chen Hao said lightly. 
 
“Hmph, I don’t care who started it. In short, you have beaten Wang Yang. It’s your fault! I’ll tell you, 
you’ve gotten yourself into big trouble this time. With your family situation, how could you compare 
with Wang Yang? I have a dropout form here. Just sign your name and leave!” 
 
Li Jianshan gave Chen Hao a scornful look. 
 
The things that he said to praise Chen Hao just now were out of courtesy. 
 
But to be honest, Chen Hao didn’t expect that things would be so serious that he was to be expelled. 
 
From the looks of it, he knew that Li Jianshan was determined to dismiss him. 
 
This was because Wang Yang’s family was rich and he had no money. 
 
If Wang Yang was the one who hit him, he would at best apologize to him and then compensate for the 
medical expenses. 
 
I am being expelled just because I hit him. 
 
There is nothing that I can do. 
 
Since it has come to this extent, I will just sign it. 
 
Chen Hao placed his mobile phone on the desk. He took up the pen and began to fill in the form, 
including the reasons for dropping out. 
 
Li Jianshan smiled scornfully . 
 
Unexpectedly, Chen Hao’s cell phone rang. 
 
The incoming call showed that it was Director Liang. 
 
It was a call from Director Liang from the Education Bureau. 
 
Last week, due to his sister’s request to act on her behalf to invest in Hope Elementary Schools, they had 
been in contact. 
 
However, Chen Hao did not have time to answer. He was busy writing fast. 
 
However, this call attracted Li Jianshan’s attention. 
 
“Is this Director Liang? It’s really Director Liang’s number!” 
 
Li Jianshan was naturally inferior to Director Liang, but he remembered his number clearly. 
 
Why was Director Liang calling Chen Hao? Who was Chen Hao to him? 
 
“Y-you… don’t dilly-dally, pick up the call quickly!” 



 
Li Jianshan’s expression changed. He stood up and asked Chen Hao to answer the phone. 
 
Unbelievable! Director Liang was someone which the headmaster himself had to run to meet! 
 
“What’s the hurry? I haven’t finished writing. Let me finish this first!” 
 
He received many calls from many people. Normally, Chen Hao would answer it right away. 
 
But, looking at how anxious Li Jianshan was, he deliberately didn’t want to answer the phone! 
 
Of course, Chen Hao and Director Liang had meals together twice. They understood each other a lot! 
 
Therefore, they were on friendly terms. 
 
“Why are you still writing? Answer it immediately! Why is Director Liang calling you? Quick, answer it 
quickly!” 
 
Du! 
 
Because no one picked up, the phone had stopped ringing! 
 
“Haha, Chen Hao, you’re so stubborn! You deserve it. You deserve it this time…” 
 
Ring! 
 
The phone started ringing again. 
 
“Answer it quickly! Now!” 
 
This time, Li Jianshan just snactched the pen out of Chen Hao’s hand. 
 
He picked up the phone himself and placed it beside Chen Hao’s ear. 
 
As for Chen Hao, he didn’t reach for his mobile phone. He just sat down while Li Jianshan raised his body 
while holding the phone to Chen Hao’s ear. The scene was funny but Li Jianshan just went with it for the 
sake of his future. 
 
No matter what Director Liang’s business was with Chen Hao, he had decided to say hello to Director 
Jiang before they ended the call. 
 
“Hello Uncle Liang!” Chen Hao smiled. 
 
“Young Master Chen, you didn’t pick up my call just now, are you busy?” Liang Baisheng said with a 
smile. 
 
After meeting with Chen Hao several times, Liang Baisheng had good impressions of Chen Hao. 
 
As soon as Chen Hao heard that building the Hope Elementary School was for a charitable cause, he 
accepted all the projects without further question. Besides that, he immediately transferred the funds. 
 



What was more, this rich young man was actually very kind and kept a low profile. This made Liang 
Baisheng want to have a close relationship with him. 
 
“Well, I was busy filling in a dropout form just now. The Dean won’t let me continue my studies! By the 
way, Uncle Liang, what can I do for you?” 
 
Chen Hao smiled. He thought Li Zhenguo would be the first to call. He didn’t expect that it was him. 
 
“Y-you….” 
 
Li Jianshan wanted to cover Chen Hao’s mouth. 
 
When Chen Hao called Liang Baisheng ‘Uncle Liang’ just now, no one could imagine how scared Li 
Jianshan was! 
 
My God! Their relationship was not ordinary! 
 
Now, after listening to what Chen Hao said, of course he was nervous. 
 
“Well, you know that our Hope Elementary School’s construction was halted because of funding issues 
but I just wanted to inform you that the construction is almost done now. It will be ready for use in 
another two months. Young Master Chen, I’m calling to ask if you have time. If you do, please come here 
tomorrow. We have an activity here!” 
 
“Sure! No problem!” Chen Hao nodded his head. 
 
“Oh yes, Young Master Chen. What did you say just now? Dropout form?” 
 
Only now did Liang Baisheng reflect on what Chen Hao said. 
 
“Yes! The Dean persuaded me to quit my studies! I am filling the form in front of him now!” 
 
Originally, Chen Hao’s plan was to fill up the form and come back to talk to Li Jianshan after dealing with 
Wang Yang. He wanted to see if he was still as just as he was. 
 
But now, he wondered if Uncle Liang could help him. 
 
“Young Master Chen, pass the phone to him!” 
 
Chen Hao smiled and nodded, “Here, it’s for you!” 
 
“Ah? Ok, ok!” 
 
Li Jianshan immediately straightened up and adjusted his collar. “Hello Director Liang! Yes, yes, yes! 
Misunderstanding! Everything is just a misunderstanding! Yes, yes, yes! What? He is actually the Young 
Master Chen? My God! Ok, ok, I will keep it a secret! Sure, sure! Don’t you worry!” Li Jianshan gulped. 
 
Director Liang’s last sentence made Li Jiangshan feel like he was being struck by thunder. 
 
Everybody had heard of the famous Young Master Chen in Jin Ling! 
 



And Chen Hao was Young Master Chen! 
 
“Done?” Chen Hao asked with a smile. 
 
“Y-Young Master Chen! I’m done with the call!” 
 
Li Jianshan’s face was exuberant. It was a change from the initial disdain. Now all he could see was 
adulation. 
 
“Oh, where were we just now? I’ve filled in everything, and it’s just short of a signature!” 
 
Chen Hao took up his pen again. 
 
“No!!!” 
 
Li Jianshan roared loudly and grabbed Chen Hao’s hand tightly! 
 


